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Introduction

Blockchain technology is entering into a new era of 
globalization manifested by the prevalence of world-
wide crypto adoption especially in the emerging 
markets and developing countries. Indeed, current 
trends headed by China Central Bank crypto (fol-
lowed by other countries’ central banks) are ad-
vancing the access and use of virtual assets and 
crypto services in global trade and peer to peer 
transactions. As such, currently many countries with 
traditional or modern cultures across the globe are 
experimenting with cryptocurrency regulation and 
adoption. 

Covid-19 has resulted in massive growth of online 
marketplace and virtual activities. Specifically, the 
market segment for online entertainment has grown 
exponentially since the start of the crisis and its 
growth trend is expected to continue in coming 
years. As a result, there are enormous market op-
portunities for creative, simple and a�ordable online 
products. 

Motivated by growth in both crypto adoption and 
online market size, we are excited to o�er a novel 
product for playing virtual contests through multiple 
prize games. Our solution utilizes blockchain to o�er 
a transparent, automated, and a�ordable product 
to the global customers that may not have a bank 
account. In particular, our product allows a user to 
participate in several contests with just a 9 USD 
monthly subscription in anticipation of winning high 
net prizes from each contest. Using a smart con-

tract, the whole cycle of contest management from 
launching a contest to randomly selecting winners 
and paying a�liate marketing commissions are au-
tomated while immutable transactions are stored on 
the blockchain  (Polygon) public network. Further, we 
o�er one category of prize game in which a total of 
70 virtual players participate while each virtual 
player can be sold via NFT to a private investor in ex-
change for receiving 20% of player’s prizes in perpe-
tuity. 

Our prize game product makes the best use of two 
emerging technologies: blockchain and AI. By using 
blockchain, we provide our users with an a�ordable 
(through eliminating exchange rates and intermedi-
ary fees), fully automated, transparent, and scalable 
product. Further, we use AI to run Predictive Analyt-
ics to optimize contests’ visibility based on users’ be-
haviors and demographics via machine learning 
algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, our prize 
game product is currently the only fully-automated 
end-to-end blockchain-based application in the 
market for managing virtual contests. 
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Industry Background

Prize games typically fall under lottery games in 
which a participant needs to draw a set of numbers 
in order to potentially win a prize. On average, every 
second, a person in developed countries partici-
pates in lotteries. In some countries, for example in 
Spain, this figure is even higher and can reach 80% 
of the total adult population. However, despite this 
popularity, this industry has a number of serious 
flaws that worry every participant:

 The problem of fair play. Neither state authorities 
nor independent auditors can guarantee the fair-
ness of the draw, which repels millions of potential 
players.

 The problem of collecting winnings. If you win the 
lottery, it can take up to 10 years to get the full 
amount of the prize. In this case, you will need to pay 
various fees and taxes, which can take up to 50% of 
the winnings.

 Limited access. In many countries there is a 
problem with the purchase of lottery tickets due to 
the lack of access to payment or banking systems.

Blockchain can remedy all above challenges that 
the traditional lottery industry is currency facing. For 
example, one of the key challenges solved by block-
chain is the fairness of the game. In a block-
chain-based lottery, the whole process is very trans-
parent, since the whole data about participants, 
draws, and winners are recorded on the ledger and 
publicly verifiable. This means that even if you lose a 
bet, you can still verify whether any of the winners 
were selected the same choice as you. This element 
of transparency will not only give winners confi-
dence in knowing that their winnings were fairly dis-
tributed, but it will also help prevent any sort of fraud 
from taking place during prize distribution in a 
blockchain-based lottery platform.

Moreover, the draws are automated and run through 
smart contracts, reducing the risk of errors with no 
human intervention in the process. Furthermore, 
global availability is a massive challenge. Because 
of borders and local restrictions, users cannot par-
ticipate in the biggest lotteries worldwide. Block-
chain lotteries could be the chance to make the 
draws more democratic, o�ering more people 
around the world a chance to participate.
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Product Overview

The main platform o�ers the following main func-
tionalities:

 Attend a contest with a sole winner
 Attend a contest with 3 ranked winners
 Attend a contest by selecting a choice and   
  pooled winners
 NFT asset sale in the primary market 
 NFT asset sale in the secondary market 
 Prize royalty distribution among NFT owners

Product Features

The RealBig o�ers three types of prize games: solo, 
ranked and pooling. A user joins our platform by 
paying a minimum ($9) subscription fee in exchange 
for receiving 40 token credits. Then, users can use 
these credits by participating in our prize games. 
Under Solo model, the contest will have a single 
winner, whereas in pooling games there can be sev-
eral winners. Once a user needs additional credits, 
s/he can buy it for 99 cent per token credit. The 
below diagram shows a high level overview of three 
prize games.

Business Models 
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Solo prize Ranked prize Pooled prize
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Prize goes to
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Prize goes evenly
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For NFT, 20% of price
goes to owner
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Business Models 

For solo games, there will be a total of 10 contests 
per month with prizes ranging from $1-$10k and entry 
token credit from 2-10 per contest and max 10 entry 
ticket per user per contest. When the contest dead-
line has been reached and not enough token credit 
was raised, the contest will be automatically extend-
ed 3 times (3, 5 and 7 days). Then, if still no luck, the 
contest will be canceled (with no reimbursement). 
Otherwise, a winner will be selected from the pool of 
participants. 

For pooling games, there will be a total of 10 contests 
per month with prizes ranging from $1-$10k and entry 
token credit from 2-10 per contest and max 10 entry 
ticket per user per contest. In a pooling prize con-
test, a user is presented with multiple choices from 
which s/he needs to select one in order to enter into 
that contest. Depending on the number of choices, a 
pooling prize game comes in one of the following 
formats: 2, 3, 4 or 5 choices. So after a contest is fin-
ished, our system randomly selects a choice as the 
winner and distributes the contest prize evenly 
among all participants that have selected that 
choice. In other words, unlike the Solo model, pool-
ing prize games can have multiple winners, so that 
the total prize becomes evenly distributed among all 
winners who guessed the right choice. The contest 
timing (deadline and extension) is the same as the 
Solo model. 

In addition to prize games, we create a virtual 
league where 4 teams from 5 leagues (named as 
planets) join pooling prize games and compete with 
one another. In total there will be 70 players and 
each one of them will be sold as an NFT asset to 
owners who will receive 20% of their prize as royalty 
in perpetuity. The way virtual league works is identi-
cal to a pooling game where for instance a compe-
tition between two teams from two di�erent planets 
are formed by mingling team members from both 
planets and present them as choices to users, from 
which they can select. So a team with 2 players from 
Moon planet will mingle with a team with 2 players 
from Earth planet to form a pooling contest with 4 
choices or players. Thus, the winner may turn out to 
be the first player from planet Earth. 
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Token Platform

In this project, we will use three types of tokens as 
follows: 
 ICO fungible tokens (RealB) with ERC20
 Utility fungible tokens (RealP) with ERC20
 Non-fungible tokens (RealN) with ERC721

The ICO tokens or RealB have finite supply and are 
tradable in the secondary market. However, RealP 
utility tokens used in our system have no intrinsic 
value and are not tradable in the market. They have 
unlimited supply. The third type of tokens or RealN 
are used as NFT with unique single unit supply per 
asset and tradability in the secondary market. 



Our ICO token or RealB is issued in 1B (or 
1.000.000.000) finite tokens each at .1 USD. So we are 
going to raise $10M in 12 months. The below break-
down is for our tokenomics: 

Tokenomics

Growth & acquisition

Emergency and reserve fund

Marketing budget

Token sake expenses

Long term foundation budget

Foundation grant

Token discount

Technical support and maintenance

contest prizes
Sell to investors & public

Sale commission

Executives and team

Advisory Board Members

Consultants and Partners

Early supporters



10% 100M sell to investors and public
30% 300M contest prizes
4% 40M sale commission
15% 150M reserved for our team
 Executives and Team: 2% or 20M
 Advisory Board Members:  1% or 10M
 Consultants and Partners: 1% or 10M 
 Early supporters: 1% or 10M
 Technical development: 10% 100M
6% 60M for token discount
14% 140M  treasury
 Emergency and reserve fund: 10% 100M 
 Long term foundation budget: 4% 40M
21% 210M community
 Growth & acquisition: 10% 100M
 Foundation grant: 5%1 50M
 Token sale expenses: 3% 30M
 Marketing budget: 3% 30M

Token distribution



We follow the following planned use of proceeds:

31% Development & maintenance
25% Subscribers and acquisitions
16% Community and partner ecosystem
12% Sales and marketing
9% General and administrative
3% Legal and compliance
2% Infrastructure and project management
2% Token Sale

Use of Proceeds

Development & maintenance

Subscribers and acquisitions

Community and partner ecosystem

Sales and marketing

General and administrative

Legal and compliance

Infrastructure and project management

Token Sale



Utility Token Issuance and Sale

In this section, we cover the calendar of events fol-
lowed by token sale information. 

Calendar Events 

We are planning to sell our tokens via private inves-
tors and the public by following the below table of 
events.

Token Sale

For selling our ICO tokens, we will use both IEO and 
investors. We also o�er discounts to early token 
buyers. Also, we may sell 5% of our total left-over 
token, at our sole discretion, to our first round of 
platform customers. 

Date Event Token Prices

Dec 15, 2021 private sale starts

public sale starts

exchange sale starts

Dec 1, 2022 public sale End & left-over 
sale begins

regular token prices

Dec 1, 2023 left-over sale End regular token prices

discounted token prices

August 15, 2022 discounted token prices

Nov 1, 2022 regular token prices



left-over tokens are sold in 12 months via private in-
vestors. See the Gantt Chart in Platform Develop-
ment Roadmap section for details. 

Sale Timeline

As discussed earlier, we have three types of tokens 
in our system. With regard to timing, the first token 

opment Roadmap Gantt chart for details. 

Token Timeline

The sale of RealB tokens will be done by Dec 2022 &
may extend for few months. After that time frame, the

(RealB) will be issued on Jan 15 2022, second in Feb
2023 and last one in Nov 2023. See Platform Devel-



We will deploy and launch our platform in 6 phases 
in 25 months as follows. 

Product Roadmap



Matt Zand
CEO

Brian Wu
CTO 

David Lloyd
CFO and COO

Rajneesh Gupta
Chief Security O�cer

Mike Ferrari
UI Designer

Bury Huang
Project Manager

Gaurav Ubnare
AWS & DevOps Engineer & 
Infrastructure Manager
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Core Team
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/mike-ferrari-39602a22
https://www.linkedin.com/in/buryhuang411
https://in.linkedin.com/in/gaurav-ubnare-816379146


Board of Advisors

Eric Hess
 Legal Counsel & Advisor

Will Button
Ethereum Book 

Author

Timo Trippler
 ICO Veteran & Advisor

Dr. Mike Mu 
Blockchain Security

&
 Cryptography 

Expert

Dr. Sean Stein Smith
Assistant Professor
at Lehman College

Jim Sullivan
 MBA, Blockchain 

&
Cloud Expert

Nitin Gaur
MBA, Blockchain Book 
Author & Fintech Expert

Brian Virts
Blockchain Infrastructure 

Expert

Mario Butler
MBA, NFT Expert

Blockchain Author &
 ICO/STO/IEO Investor 

Mike Chan
MBA, Marketing 

& 
Growth Expert
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